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RIS RETAIL

MATURITY LADDER

Maturity Ladder:
Mobile POS
The RIS News Retail IQ Report Maturity Ladder is
a diagnostic measurement tool for a retailer’s state
of technology advancement in a specific category.
There are four key phases: 1. Basic – minimal
capabilities, 2. Intermediate – mostly basic with
some advanced capabilities, 3. Advanced – mostly
advanced capabilities with some limitations, and
4. State-of-the-Art – comprehensive capabilities
are fully integrated and up to date. Note that it is
possible to be on more than one step of the ladder
simultaneously as specific technology components
and processes are upgraded in phases.

4. STATE-OF-THE-ART
• Using their personal mobile device, consumers can scan items as they
shop. They can then use the device to pay for their purchases wherever
they are in the store, avoiding checkout lines.
• Mobile POS technology supports price optimization, eliminating the lag
that often occurs between when a price change is issued by corporate
and when it is executed at store level. Whether the retailer is enacting a
promotion or sales increase, the sooner the new price point is executed,
the faster the desired results.
• Uniﬁed commerce is the wave of the future. Beyond omnichannel, it
uses a single commerce platform that combines POS, mobile, web, call
center and clienteling into one integrated system. By breaking down
walls between functions, it puts the customer experience ﬁrst.

3. ADVANCED
• Retailers are able to accept mobile wallet payment.
• Retailers deploy mobile order and pay applications, allowing shoppers to choose and pay via
their mobile device.
• Associates’ mobile POS devices have clienteling features. Devices can access shopper proﬁles,
information on past ordering history, make suggestions for future purchases and accept all
forms of payment.
• mPOS devices have omnichannel capabilities, allowing them to track customer orders that were
placed online or via mobile commerce. Devices can also complete transactions that began in
any of these channels and process returns.
• Mobile POS devices provide store managers with full, real-time inventory visibility across all
stores, warehouses and trucking facilities. Managers can also access information on scheduling,
HR, product orders and other information.

2. INTERMEDIATE
• Mobile POS systems are EMV compliant, making them compatible with newly issued credit cards embedded
with EMV chips.
• Associates are equipped with POS devices that can provide consumers with product speciﬁcations and other
information. But they cannot process payments or track order history.
• Associates have mobile POS devices that can process credit card payments but cannot tender cash.
• Mobile phone apps allow shoppers to locate items, apply coupons and access rewards programs.

1. BASIC
• Systems require products from multiple vendors to manage cash registers, loyalty programs, labels, customer information and other functions. The
complexity of this arrangement can lead to transaction delays, errors and, ultimately, lost proﬁts.
• Mobile payment kiosks speed customers through checkout during high trafﬁc periods. But they are transaction focused and can only process orders
and payments.
• Mobile POS systems have not been upgraded to be EMV compliant, leaving the retailer (rather than the bank) liable for any fraudulent transactions.
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Today’s POS devices do far more than tally up sales. Over the years, they have
evolved into management solutions that let retailers stay on top of inventory,
reporting, customer management and e-commerce through one system. And
they can often do so anywhere in the store.
Aberdeen Group cites three different “but equally relevant” methods of
delivering enhanced mobile POS functions in its “Retailers Target POS
Mobility for Engagement, Interactivity, and Revenue” report:
●

Employee-operated handheld device

●

App on consumer-owned smartphone

●

A retail-owned, consumer operated handheld device

Popularity of these systems continues to gain traction. In fact, 48% of
retailers plan to make a mobile POS purchase over the next 24 months, ac-

55%
Retailers report moving
customers out of stores
quickly is a top goal/
objective of their next
POS upgrade.

Source: RIS News, “Goodbye POS, Hello Unified
Commerce”

cording to RIS News’ “13th Annual Store Systems Study.” In 2015, 58%
of retailers reported that mobile platforms were among their top three digital
business priorities, according to Forrester Research’s, “The State of Retailing Online 2015: Key Metrics Initiatives and Mobile Benchmarks” report.
The benefits of mobile POS are numerous. One of the most important
is faster checkout. Fifty-five percent of retailers name moving customers
out of stores as a top goal/objective of their next POS upgrade, according
to RIS News’ “Goodbye POS, Hello Unified Commerce.”
POS systems also allow salespeople to interact with customers on the
salesfloor. Using a tablet or other portable device, employees can check
inventory, prices, sizes, colors or other pertinent information. Mobile POS
units also occupy less space, store more data and are more flexible. Mobile POS will grow from more than 13 million units today to 54 million
by 2019, according to 451 Research’s “Mobile Point of Sale: Smart Devices Earn a Growing Share of Global Payment Acceptance” report. And
innovations in cloud technology have made mobile solutions far more
affordable than traditional POS solutions.

Putting the Tablet to Work
While still sporting all of the benefits of small-form mobile POS units,
tablets have the screen real estate to display more meaningful graphics.
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In areas like apparel and home products, employees can suggest — and
show photos — of complimentary items helping to increase sales. Associates can also access store credit and loyalty card data, allowing them
to provide account information or sign up new customers.
If an item is unavailable, the associate can inform the customer when
it will arrive, or if it can be ordered online or from another store. And if an
employee needs assistance, he/she can immediately text another associate. With their credit card processing abilities, tablets can also function
as mobile checkouts, letting customers pay for purchases quickly and
seamlessly.
Furniture retailer Lovesac’s employees use the technology to access

54

existing customer profiles and create new ones. Associates can look up

Estimated number
of mPOS units in use
by 2019.

sofa by choosing from various seat cushions, frames, covers and fillings.

MILLION

shoppers’ purchase history, find items for them, and sort information
by color and other criteria. It also shows them the furniture’s numerous
styles and configurations.
This is particularly important for a company that specializes in modular, re-configurable sofas. Associates can show shoppers how to “build” a
Consumers many also want to reconfigure or change parts on an existing
Lovesac furniture piece.
Another furniture chain, Rooms to Go, uses tablets to help shoppers

Source: 451 Research, “Mobile Point of Sale: Smart
Devices Earn a Growing Share of Global Payment
Acceptance”

plan their décor. Rooms to Go sells the whole room — the sofa, the end
table and even the prints on the wall. When it found a device with which it
could show customers different decorating scenarios, cross-selling moved to
another level.
Armed with a tablet, salespeople can stay with the customer while
they show them décor options and enter sales details. Before, they had
to go back and forth between the shopper and a stationary kiosk. By remaining in the showroom, they can keep shoppers engaged and increase
add-on sales opportunities.

Going Beyond Traditional POS
The average age of a POS system is 6.7 years, according to EKN Research’s “2015 Retail Point-of-Sale Blueprint.” And RIS News reports
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that just 28% of retailers are up to date with POS technology, in its
“13th Annual Store Systems Study.”
The top three technologies slated for major development or upgrade
over the next year are: EMV payment (50%), NFC payment (35%) and
mobile POS (34%), indicated the RIS News’ report “Digital Transformation Reinvents the Store.” In addition, mobile POS adoption rates vary
by company and retail segment: department and discount chains (36%),
specialty chains (20%), food, drug and convenience (10%), and apparel, footwear and accessories (5%). Over the next 12 months, retailers

ile
s.

ms

said they expect their adoption rates to be, respectively, 60%, 30%, 9%
and 30%.
JCPenney for example is investing heavily in the mobile POS space,

28%

with plans to replace a third of its traditional POS units with mPOS versions. “We’re in the process of having mobile devices to help us with
checkout,” said JCPenney chairman and CEO Marvin R. Ellison. “Those
devices will be ready for use [for] back-to-school headed into the holiday.
That will be a benefit. And we’re just working diligently to just create a

Retailers up to date
with POS technology.
Source: RIS News, “13th Annual Store Systems Study”

better checkout experience. We’re replacing virtually a third of our pointof-sale units with a plan to continue that process on into 2017.”

Bring Your Own Device Payments
One of the more recent developments in mobile POS is smartphone/
mobile wallet payments which, after several years of discussion, are finally a reality. One of the most successful and well-developed programs
is Starbucks Mobile Order and Pay for iOS or Android, which facilitates
payment at checkout. These app payments represented 5% of U.S.
transactions during the third quarter of 2016 and played a major role in
the company’s overall growth.
Starbucks’ busiest part of the day is the morning rush. During those
times, app usage rates are twice as high. “When you look at our busiest
stores at peak, when Mobile Order & Pay is most valuable to our customers and most effective at unlocking capacity in our stores, we see an
even more impressive trend,” said Kevin Johnson, president and COO.
“In more than 2,700 stores across the U.S., Mobile Order & Pay repre5
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sents more than 10% of total transactions at peak. In several hundred of
those stores, Mobile Order & Pay represents more than 20% of transactions
at peak.”
And in December 2015, Walmart rolled out Walmart Pay to all 4,600
U.S. stores. Available through the Walmart app, Walmart Pay works with
any iOS or Android device, at any checkout lane, and with any credit,
debit, pre-paid or Walmart gift card.
The app was designed to make shopping faster and easier — from refilling a prescription to building a gift registry and finding where an item
is located in the store. The app can also be used when purchasing items
on Walmart.com.
Shoppers with a Walmart.com account set up via mobile or desktop,
input a payment to be their Walmart Pay default. When they open the
Walmart app and choose Walmart Pay, the phone’s camera is activated.

5%

Amount of transactions
Starbucks conducted
via Mobile Order and
Pay is Q3 2016.

After entering a pin or ID, the customer scans a QR code displayed on the
POS with their mobile device and the payment is complete.
So far, customers are pleased with the product: 82% of those who used
it during the rollout said they would recommend it, and during the week
after the nationwide launch, Walmart Pay transactions increased 45%.
Eighty-eight percent of transactions are being conducted by repeat users.
“We’re connecting all the parts of Walmart into one seamless shopping experience with great stores, easy pickup, fast delivery, frictionless
checkout and apps and websites that are simple to use,” said Daniel
Eckert, senior vice president, services, Walmart U.S.

Source: Starbucks’ Q3 2016 Earnings Call.

“Walmart Pay is just the beginning. We’re building deeper relationships with customers across our ecosystem and are looking forward to
delivering new tools like Walmart Pay that allow them to use the Walmart
App as their remote control for faster, more convenient shopping.”
On the drug store side, CVS Health unveiled CVS Pay, an end-to-end
mobile payment solution at CVS Pharmacy. The digital tool integrates
payment, prescription pickup and the ExtaCare loyalty program and is
part of the CVS Pharmacy mobile app. Customers have the ability to
refill, manage multiple prescriptions and get alerts when prescriptions
are ready all within the app, and then pick up and pay using a single
6
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barcode. Customers can also link their ExtraCare card with CVS Pay,
meaning a single scan at checkout will process all ExtraCare deals, earn
new rewards and handle payment for the transaction.

Investing in the Mobile-First Future
Major quick-serve restaurants are jumping on the mobile bandwagon,
investing and experimenting in next-gen technology like wearables and
the cloud to streamline both ordering and payment. Dominos for example
is processing 50% of orders via online check out and rival Pizza Hut is

4
10

OUT OF

Retailers planning to
replace existing POS
systems with tablets,
mobile or ﬁxed/mobile
POS hybrids over the
next 24 months.

processing an equally impressive 40%, according to Aberdeen Group’s
“Point-of-Sales Solutions: Why MCX Struggles with Adoption.”
Cloud checkout is just one of several next-gen solutions Domino’s is
leveraging. In February, it added Apple Watch technology to its technology lineup. Consumers are able to place an order via their Apple Watch,
and can even track the status of their order via the device.
“Ordering via Apple Watch is the latest addition to a growing list of
technology that customers can use to place and track their Easy Order
from anywhere, at any time, using any device they want,” said Dennis
Maloney, Domino’s vice president and chief digital officer. “Apple Watch
marks Domino’s ninth platform in the suite of AnyWare technology.”
In addition to order and pay from anywhere technology, leading retailers are also investing in a slew of mobile initiatives designed to improve
the checkout process at the store level. Gerrity’s Supermarkets, a ninestore chain based in Scranton, PA, has piloted a self-checkout app that
allows shoppers to scan their purchases in the aisle as they drop them
into their basket via their personal device. The solution also tracks cus-

Source: EKN Research, “State of the Retail Industry
Series: 2015 Retail POS Blueprint”

tomer purchases and offers them personalized reminders and coupons
based on their shopping history. “Shopping is a chore,” said co-owner
Joe Fasula at NRF’s Big Show 2016. “Anything you can do to speed up
that process for the consumer is going to make them happy.”
The technology could eventually enable Gerrity’s to eliminate traditional checkout counters, which cost about $15,000 each, Fasula said.
The price of the mobile solution would be significantly less over time. Of
course with a scan as you go solution the potential for shrink is a major
7
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concern. To keep shrink under control, employees audit shoppers’ bags
before they leave by scanning a few of the shoppers’ items. The retailer
then rates the customer for their trustworthiness. If the shopper mistakenly or purposefully forgot to scan any items they receive a low rating,
flagging them for tighter scrutiny the next time they enter the store.

Conclusion
Retailers are on the verge of a major POS revolution. As traditional POS
solutions reach the end of the effectively lifecycle retailers must make
the difficult decision on what their next POS system will look like. Should
they invest in another traditional, fixed-location solution; a hybrid model;
or just dive into the deep end and go all mobile, all the time?

50%
Orders Dominos is
processing via its cloudbased online checkout.

The majority of retailers will likely choose the hybrid approach, steadily increasing their investment in mPOS to both realize financial benefits
and supercharge the shopper experience. By embracing mobile technology in the payment space retailers can provide their customers with a
host of new and exciting solutions that make the shopping experience
both exhilarating and seamless.
As with anything new, mobile POS presents some challenges, but the
benefits far out way the hurdles. By investing in mobility now savvy retail-

Source: Aberdeen Group, “Point-of-Sales Solutions:
Why MCX Struggles with Adoption”

ers are upping their cool factor and providing a next-gen experience that
is connecting with shoppers like never before.
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systems with tablets,
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next 24 months.

54 55%
MILLION

Estimated number
of mPOS units in use
by 2019.
Source: 451 Research, “Mobile Point of Sale: Smart
Devices Earn a Growing Share of Global Payment
Acceptance”

Retailers report moving
customers out of stores
quickly is a top goal/
objective of their next
POS upgrade.

Source: RIS News, “Goodbye POS, Hello Unified
Commerce”

Source: EKN Research, “State of the Retail Industry
Series: 2015 Retail POS Blueprint”

28%
Retailers up to date
with POS technology.

5% 50%

Amount of transactions
Starbucks conducted
via Mobile Order and
Pay is Q3 2016.

Orders Dominos is
processing via its cloudbased online checkout.

Source: Aberdeen Group, “Point-of-Sales Solutions:
Why MCX Struggles with Adoption”
Source: Starbucks’ Q3 2016 Earnings Call.

Source: RIS News, “13th Annual Store Systems Study”
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